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ABSTRACT

iii

An interface design to incorporate a Model 33 Automatic Send
Receive Teletypewriter into the M3 computing system is described
in detail. In addition to overcoming the previous limitations in

input procedures, the teletype and interface logic provide for
interactive communication between the operator and the computer.
Input to the M3 occurs either with or without a hard-copy record
of information. Basic characteristics of a time sharing system
are obtained by employing an input cycle which transfers control
of the central processor to one of two program branches depending
on whether or not input occurred during that cycle.

\

Integrated circuit technology is used in the design to

facili tate a compact, low cost device with high reliability.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The M3 (Cameron, 1964)*, a solid state digital computer at

the University of Saskatchewan, was made available to the Electrical

Engineering Department for performing complex mathematical calcula

tions encountered in various research projects, and for demonstrating

basic computer design and operation in undergraduate classes.

Although it is not difficult to program, and has considerable computing

facilities, limitations of its input peripherals have discouraged

extensive use of this computer. Since only an experienced operator

could enter programs and data with a degree of efficiency and ease,

the intended users, who usually lacked proper training, found the

system difficult to utilize. Before this computer could efficiently

fulfill its intended purpose, improvements had to be made in the

input procedures. This required the selection of a suitable input

device, and the design of interface logic to incorporate this device

into the M3 system. The following subsections more clearly define

the deficiencies of the original input devices, and describe the

facilities required to overcome these deficiencies.

1.1 M3 Input Peripheral Limitations

The peripherals in a computing system are the means by which

the operator communicates with the machine. A computer is capable

of rapid communication and processing of binary information. The

operator, on the other hand, prefers to communicate with alpha

numeric symbols at a much lower rate. Thus, to effect a meaningful

* References given in Chapter 7
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exchange of information between man and machine, a peripheral must

perform code and rate translations.

The M3 input devices consisted of the panel switches and a

paper tape reader (Devries, 1965, pp.8-ll). These were not suited
-

to efficient communication between the operator and the computer.

1.1.1 Panel switches

The machine's panel switches give the operator direct access

to the main registers, and indirect access to the memory. Input

using these devices is entirely in binary form.

These switches are necessary for entering the basic bootstrap

programs (Devries, 1965, p.63), but they are not suitable as a

general purpose input device. Entering programs and data is a long

and tedious process due to its binary nature. If the operator lacks

proficiency in binary notation, errors occur frequently and are

difficult to recognize. Since the computer is idle during this

procedure it cannot aid the operator by checking or processing the

information.

1.1.2 Paper tape reader

The M3 system uses a keyboard driving a paper tape punch to

record programs and data on tape (Devries, 1965, Chap .10). Us i.ng

this device, the operator communicates his information in the form

of alpha-numeric symbols which are decoded into binary code when

punched on the tape. The completed tape is read by the computer

via a high-speed tape reader.
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The problem with this method lies in the fact that no hard

copy is printed out during tape preparation. Therefore, the

operator has no alpha-numeric record to check his work with. A

visual check of the tape is time consuming and unreliable due to

the binary code. If an error is detected it may require the pre

paration of a whole new tape.

Other machines with hard-copy print-out facilities that prepare

tape cannot be utilized because of differences in tape widths and

code.

1.2 Required Peripheral Selection

In general, the peripheral required for the M3 system must

provide a more convenient method of performing input. This device

should have an alpha-numeric keyboard that generates a binary code.

Hard-copy print-out facilities are required to give the operator

a record of input. If the print-out could be used as an output

medium, the peripheral could be used for interactive programs

which require man-machine dialogue (Meadow, 1970). The device

must be capable of handling information at a rate comparable to

average typing speeds. Besides these considerations, cost, main

tenance, and reliability are factors that must be taken into con

sideration.

A common peripheral in most computer systems is a teletype

writer or an electric typewriter, which is included as a basic

input-output (I/O) device. In more sophisticated systems a cathode

ray display coupled with a keyboard is used to make communication
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to the computer more convenient for the operator (Meadow, 1970).

Each of these satisfy the initial specifications for the required

peripheral, up to and including a reasonable rate of operation.

When other factors are considered, however, the Model 33

Automatic Send Receive Te�etypewriter, hereafter referred to as

the ASR-33, is found to be the most desirable. Initial cost alone

gives it an advantage over other devices. Since it is frequently

used in computer and data transmission systems, maintenance per

sonnel and spare parts are readily available. The ASR-33 offers

reasonably reliable operation.

The ASR-33 also includes a paper tape reader and a punch.

This allows the preparation of input tapes with hard copy on any

other ASR-33 without the aid of the computer.

1.3 . General Design Objectives

Interface logic must be designed such that all the advantages

of the ASR-33 are incorporated into the M3 system.

The ASR-33 should operate as an interactive peripheral. This

requires that the link between it and the computer should be capable

of two-way communication. The central processor, under the control

of a stored program, would determine the instances when data

is to be accepted or transmitted.

The transfer of information to and from the central processor

must be at a high rate for most efficient use of computer time.

Since the ASR-33 has a lower data rate than the computer, the two

machines must operate asynchronously. Thus, the interface logic
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must have buffer memories to prevent the loss of information that

would result from the different data rates.

The interface logic will transfer information between the M3

and the ASR-33 without performing code conversions. Therefore,

the computer will receive input and must encode output according

to the American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII)

utilized by the ASR-33 (Teletype Corporation, 1969, Sec.574-l2l-l00TC)

When the ASR-33 is operated in duplex mode, the transmitting

and receiving portions of the device function independently (Tele-

type Corporation, 1969, Sec.574-l00-l03TC). This allows two different

forms of performing an input operation:

a) The interface logic transfers information to the computer .

only.

b) The interface logic transfers information to both the com-

puter and the ASR-33 receiving unit. This provides a hard-copy of

input as well as a complete check 'on the communication between the

ASR-33 and the interface.

It was proposed that some rudimentary elements of a time
\

.

shared system could be obtained if the two address nature of the

M3 (Cameron, 1964, Chap.6) was utilized to give the input instruction

conditional branch facilities. To accomplish this the interface

logic must generate different operation complete pulses depending

on whether or not an M3 request for input is immediately followed

by the transfer of information. These pulses, which allow the M3

to resume execution of the program, determine which address contained

in the input instruction will specify the location of the next
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program instruction. Thus, the M3 is not required to halt until

input is available, but is allowed to continue in an alternate

program branch.

The construction of the interface logic shall employ integrated

circuits rather than discrete component logic. This results in a

more compact unit with lower power consumption and higher reliabil

ity. Since integrated circuits operate on logic levels different

from those of the M3, appropriate level translation circuits will

be required.
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2. SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

This chapter establishes the system specifications of the

logic that will incorporate the ASR-33 into the M3 com

uting system. These requirements follow from the general design

bjectives, taking into account the characteristics of the devices

o be interconnected. A general knowledge of the M3, particularly

f its I/O cycles, and of the ASR-33 is necessary in determining

he interface logic specifications .

• 1 Basic Operation and Requirements of the Interconnected Devices

.1.1 The M3 computer

The M3, a binary computer, is based on the M2, one in a series

f machines designed by A. D. Booth (Booth and Booth, 1965) at

irkbeckCollege, University of London. The operation of the M3 is

iscussed in detail in a thesis by K. E. Cameron (1964, Chaps. 5-6)

ho developed this machine at the University of Saskatchewan using

olid state logic. A thesis by J. M. S. Devries (1965) explains

he operation of the original peripherals and their control logic.

The M3, like the M2, is a two address machine that operates

n a 32 bit computer word. Arithmetic operations and data trans

ers are performed in a-serial manner. The basic clock frequency

f the M3 is approximately 150 kHz.

Figure 2.1 is a block diagram of the M3 computer showing the

hree major units: Control, Memory, and Arithmetic.

The Control Unit contains the logic necessary to control the



execution of computer instructions. Instruction words are trans-

ferred from the Memory into the Control Register. The Order portion

of the instruction held in the Control Register specifies the

8

is decoded, and commands are issued to the other units that enable

the execution of the specified operation. The "X" Address portion

emory location involved when the operation being executed must

transfer a word to or from memory. The "Y" Address generally

specifies the location of the next program instruction. A branch

instruction, however, uses either the "X" or the "Y" Address to

pecify the next instruction, depending on the state of the con-

ition being tested. When the unit executing a given operation

completed its task, it emits an operation complete pulse to

Control Unit. This pulse enables the Control Unit to request

next instruction from the Memory.

The' Memory consists of a rotating magnetic drum that is cap-

ble of storing 8,192 instruction or data words. It reads or

tores words under the direction of the Control Unit. This unit

Iso generates the basic clock signals used in the remainder of
\

computer.

The Arithmetic Unit contains the logic necessary to perform
asic arithmetic functions. It interchanges information with the

emory and processes' it according to commands from the Control Unit.

Figure 2.1 also depicts generalized input and output devices.

n input or output operation is initiated in the M3 system when

he Control Unit issues a command to the appropriate device. The

evice performs the transfer of information into or out of the
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Shift Register, a portion of the Arithmetic Unit. After the trans

fer has been accomplished, the device generates an operation com

plete pulse so the Control Unit may continue in the program.

2.1.2 The teletype

The ASR-33 is an electromechanical device designed for the

transmission of typewritten messages over telephone or telegraph

channels. A detailed description of this device is found in the

literature published by Teletype Corporation (1969).

The ASR-33 is comprised of two major units as depicted in

igure 2.2. The Sending Unit consists of the keyboard, paper tape

eader, and transmitting equipment. Characters punched on the

or read from paper tape are encoded and transmitted on

line. The Receiving Unit, which includes the printing

echanism and the paper tape punch, decodes incoming signals on

Receive line, and records the information in the form of print

or punched tape.

The two units can be connected so that the ASR-33 operates in

ither simplex or duplex mode. In simplex mode, the Send and

eceive lines are made common. In this manner the Receiving unit

ecords both outgoing and incoming information. In duplex mode,

owever, the two transmission lines are separate and the two units

perate independently.

The paper tape reader is set into operation when its electrical

ontro1 circuit is energized by closing a manual switch. The

ending Unit sequentially senses a character from tape, transmits
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t, and advances the tape to the next character. Opening the

ontro1 circuit during the transmission of a character doesn't

nterrupt the cycle in progress, but the subsequent cycles are

nhibited.

The tape punch is mechanically engaged or disengaged with

he printing mechanism by a manual lever system. When engaged, the

records on paper tape each character detected by the Receiving

The ASR-33 transmits and receives information by means of the

tart-stop signalling code that is shown in Figure 2.3. The idle

condition is indicated by a closed circuit or "mark"

The beginning of a character code sequence is denoted by

circuit or "space" signal for 1 time unit. This synchroniz

ng signal is referred to as the Start Pulse. The following 8

nits of time are information pulses that are coded according to

he American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) to

enote alpha-numeric characters. A code sequence is always followed

two time units of "mark" signal referred to as the

top Pulse. The total length of a code sequence is 0.1 seconds

bit rate of the teletype signal is 110 bits per second .

. 2 Interface Logic. Requirements

.2.1 Input-output commands

The 'interface logic shall receive I/O commands from the M3

hich will indicate when input or output must be performed.

Since several of the possible M3 instruction codes were not
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reviously assigned to specific operations (Cameron, 1964, Chap.6),

instruction codes shall be made available to specify ASR-33

operations. In this manner the existing I/O instructions are

etained for their respective devices. When these two new orders

re decoded by the M3 Control Unit, appropriate command lines

hall be enabled to indicate either a request for input or output

ia the ASR-33 .

• 2.2 Data interchange with the M3 computer

The interface logic shall perform the requested data transfers

Onto or out of the M3 Shift Register.

Although this register is capable of parallel transfers,

erial transfers shall be utilized since fewer logic inter

onnections are required. The resulting increase in time for I/O

perat ions will not seriously affect the efficient use of computer

ime if the transfers are performed at the M3's clock rate.

Since the Shift Register is only capable of right shifts,

°nput must occur at the most significant end while output must be

aken from the least significant end .

. 2.3 Operation complete pulses

The interface logic shall generate the operation complete

ulses that will allow the M3 to proceed to the next program

nstruction after an ASR-33 I/O instruction has been encountered.

When an M3 request for either input or output has been followed

y the specified transfer of information, the interface logic shall

ssue an operation complete pulse that causes the "Y" Address of
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.2.4 Data interchange with the teletype

The interface logic shall interchange data with the ASR-33

y means of the standard teletype signal.

To receive information from the ASR-33 the interface logic

ust sense Start Pulses and sample the following 8 code bits so

hat the information can be stored in a buffer memory to await

omputer input. To maintain synchronism with the teletype signal,

he interface logic must respond to every code sequence even if

he result is buffer overflow. In this manner the character avail

ble for input to the M3 will be the last information transmitted

y the ASR-33.

To transmit information to the ASR-33, the interface logic

st generate the standard teletype signal. Each 8 bit character

sequ�nce must be preceded by a Start Pulse and followed by

Stop Pulse. A continuous "mark" signal must be maintained in

he idle condition.
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2.2.5 Input data check

The interface logic shall provide the facilities to transmit

back to the ASR-33 the same information that is sent to the M3.

This is required to produce a hard-copy of input since the ASR-33

shall be operated in duplex mode. This echo of input information

also provides a reliable check on the communication between the

ASR-33 and the interface logic.

2.2.6 Tape reader control

When the ASR-33 tape reader is utilized, the interface logic

shall control the operation of this device so that the next

character is not read from tape until the previous character has

been loaded into the M3. The normally open contacts of a relay

are connected in series with the tape reader control circuit.

The interface logic must energize this relay when a new character

is required from tape. To insure that only one character is read,

the interface logic must de-energize this relay as soon as the

Start Pulse of this character is sensed.
\
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The information contained in this chapter is a general des-

of the interface logic required to perform the functions

pecified in Chapter 2. This chapter provides an overall under-

tanding of the interface logic, while Chapter 4 presents a detailed

escription for those readers who require complete circuit documen-

To facilitate an understanding of the design, the inter-

ace logic is divided into major functional units. After defining

he purpose of each unit, the operation of the interface logic is

escribed with the aid of an appropriate block diagram.

Figure 3.1 is a functional block diagram that depicts the

ajor units of the interface logic, as well as the relevant units

f the M3 and the ASR-33. The interconnections show the flow of

nforma�ion, control and timing signals between the various units.

he table included with Figure 3.1 lists the signal names and

heir appropriate abbreviations .

. 1 Functions of the Major Interface Units
\

.1.1 Central control unit

The Interface Central Control (1. C.C.) contains the logic

ecessary to control.the transfers of information between the M3

nd the other two interface units. The Timing Sub-unit utilizes a

lock signal from the M3 to generate basic timing signals for the

emainder of the I.C.C., as well as continuous clock pulses for

he other two interface units.
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TABLE 3.1 Signal Abbreviations
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The I.C.C. receives I/O commands from the M3 when the computer

equires either input or output. The status of the other two inter-

ace units are sensed to determine if or when a requested operation

an be performed.

To accomplish input or output the I.C.C. generates the pulses

serially move the data while routing the flow of information.

unit has the capability to unload information from the Input

uffer (IN. BFR.) or the Shift Register and to load it into the

utput Buffer (OUL BFR.) or the Shift Register. The I.C.C. performs

ransfers as determined by requests from the M3: either input or

utput; and by the position of the Echo Control switch (ECHO CTRL.):

either ECHO or NO ECHO of input.

The I.C.C. generates the operation complete pulses that allow

he computer to continue the program after encountering an ASR-33

instruction. At the same time, pulses are issued to the other

'nterface units whenever the I/O operation just performed has

hanged the status of their respective buffers.

\
.1.2 Teletype transmitter unit

The Interface Teletype Transmitter (I.T.T.) generates the

ignals required to transmit information to the ASR-33. The

ransmission of the information contained in the OUT. BFR., an 8

it register, is initiated when the I.C.C. indicates that the

uffer h�s been filled. After the information has been transmitted,

this unit issues a status signal to indicate that the buffer is empty.
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3.1.3 Teletype receiver unit

The Interface Teletype Receiver (I.T.R.) receives the information

transmitted by the ASR-33 and stores it in a second 8 bit register,
the IN. BFR. The I.T.R. issues a status signal whenever this

buffer contains information ready for input to the M3.

The I.T.R. also generates the signal that enables the ASR-33

tape reader to transmit data from tape.

3.2 General Operation of the Interface Logic

Basically the interface logic performs either computer input

output. Input, however, mayor may not be accompanied by an

cho depending on the position of the ECHO CTRL. switch. Thus, the

'nterface logic has three different modes of operation •

. 2.1 Output

The interface logic receives 8 bits of information from the

and transmits it to the ASR-33 during an output operation.

An output operation is initiated when the M3 executes an

R-33 output instruction., The computer Control Unit enables

oth the I/O Command (I/O CMD.) and the Output Command (OUT. CMD.).

pon reception of these signals the I.C.C. tests the Output Flag
from the I.T.T. which is enabled when the OUT. BFR.

receive information. If the OUT. FLG. is disabled,

I.C.C. continues to test until this signal becomes enabled.

When- the OUT. FLG. is enabled, the I.C.C. proceeds to transfer

contents of the 8 least significant bits of the M3 Shift

egister serially into the OUT. BFR. The Load Select (LD. SEL.)
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line is held in the "0" state to logically connect the Shift Register

utput (S.R.O.) to the input of the OUT. BFR. Meanwhile, the Timing

isolates a series of 8 pulses from the Clock (CLK.) signal

I.C.C. gates out as the Shift Register Shift (S.R.S.) and

Load Output Buffer (L.O.B.) pulses. The former shifts data

of the Shift Register while the latter shifts it into the

BFR.

After all 8 bits have been transferred, the I.C.C. issues a

-Operation Complete pulse (Y-OP. COMP.) that directs the M3 to

etch the next program instruction from the location specified by

he "Y" Address of the output instruction. At the same time a

lear Output Flag pulse (C.O.F.) is sent to the I.T.T.

The C.O.F. causes the I.T.T. to disable the OUT. FLG. and to

nitiate the generation of the Teletype signal. The 110 Hz clock

rom the Timing Sub-unit is utilized to transmit a Start Pulse

ollowed by the 8 information bits from the OUT. BFR. on the

eletype Receive Line (T.R.L.). As soon as the last information

it is transmitted, the OUT. FLG. is enabled while the T.R.L. is
\

eturned to the idle condition. The OUT. BFR. is ready to receive

ore information at this time .

. 2.2 Input without. echo

The interface logic transfers information from the ASR-33 to

he M3 during an input operation when the ECHO CTRL. switch is in

he NO ECHO position.

The I.T.R. monitors the Teletype Send Line (T.S.L.) so that
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hen a Start Pulse is detected, the following 8 bits of information

are shifted into the IN. BFR. As soon as the last bit has been

eceived, the Input Flag (IN. FLG.) is issued to inform the I.C.C.

available for input. Should a subsequent

tart Pulse be detected before the IN. BFR. is cleared, the I.T.R.

isables the IN. FLG. and proceeds to receive the new information.

In this manner the IN. FLG. indicates when the IN. BFR. contains

latest data received from the ASR-33.

The computer Control Unit enables the I/O CMD., but disables

CMD. when an ASR-33 input instruction is encountered.

pon reception of these signals, the I.C.C. tests the IN. FLG. to

etermine if input is available. If this status signal is disabled,

n X-Operation Complete (X-OP. COMP.) pulse is issued to the M3.

n this situation the M3 is directed to continue in the program

ranch specified by the "X" Address of the input instruction,

Central Control returns to the idle condition. If, on

hand, the IN. FLG. is enabled when tested, the Central

ontrol performs an input �peration.
During the input operation the information contained in the

BFR. is transferred to the 8 most significant bits of the

hift Register. The 8 clock pulses isolated by the Timing Sub-unit

re gated out by the I.C.C. to accomplish the transfer. The

ontents of the IN. BFR. appear serially on the Input Buffer "1"

IN. BFR.l'l") and Input Buffer "0" (IN. BFR. "0") lines as the

nloacl Input Buffer pulses (U.I.B.) are issued. The I.C.C. uses

hese data lines to generate either SET "1" or SET "0" pulses
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that set each information bit into the most significant stage of

the Shift Register. The S.R.S. pulses are sent out to shift the

information in the Shift Register, and load the data into the 8

most significant stages.

After input has been accomplished the I.C.C. generates the

Y-OP. COMPo and Clear Input Flag (C.I.F.) pulses. The former directs

the M3 to continue in the program branch specified by the "Y"

Address of the input instruction. The latter causes the I.T.R.

to disable the IN. FLG. to indicate that the IN. BFR. is empty.

The LT.R. issues the Tape Reader Control signal (T.R.C.)
s soon as the C.I.F. pulse is received. When the manual control

witch on the tape reader is closed, the T.R.C. signal initiates

he transmission of a character from tape. The detection of a

tart Pulse causes the I.T.R. to disable the T.R.C. line so that

he transmission of subsequent characters is inhibited. In this

IN. BFR. is automatically replenished with new information

fter each input operation .

• 2.3. Input with echo

The operation of the interface logic during an input operation

ECHO CTRL. switch is in the ECHO position is a combination

f the operations described in 3.2.1. and 3.2.2. The interface logic
ransfers information from the ASR-33 into the M3 as well as trans

itting the same information back to the ASR-33.

Information from the ASR-33 is,received and the IN. FLG. is

ssued by the I.T.R. in the same manner as discussed in 3.2.2.
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In this mode the I.C.C. tests both the IN. FLG. and the

OUT. FLG. when a request for inputis received from the M3. If

either of these status signals are disabled, the X-OP. COMPo

ulse is issued. If, on the other hand, both are enabled the

I.C.C. performs an input operation.

The contents of the IN. BFR. are transferred to the Shift

egister as in an input operation without echo. Simultaneously,

owever, the I.C.C. also loads the same information into the

The LO. SEL. line is held in the "1" state to logically

onnect the IN. BFR. "1" line to the input of the OUT. BFR.,

hile the L.O.B. pulses are issued to strobe the information into

his buffer.

After the transfers have been completed the I.C.C. issues the

-OP. COMP., C.I.F., and C.O.F. pulses. Thus, the M3 continues

on the program to process the new information, while the I.T.T.

ends an echo to the ASR-33 and the I.T.R. is prepared to accept

dditional input information.

\
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4. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERFACE LOGIC

This chapter contains a detailed description of the circuits

employed to realize the interface logic described in Chapter 3.

Each of the three major units are considered separately with the

aid of engineering drawings and timing diagrams.

The engineering drawings show the logic design of each unit

employing Transistor-Transistor Logic (TTL) integrated circuits.

The conventions used in preparing these drawings are described in

Appendix A.

Level translations, that are required for M3 and ASR-33

signals utilized by the interface logic, are described in Appendices
Band C, respectively. These sections also tabulate the purpose

and specifications of each signal. The specifications refer to

the TTL compatible inputs and outputs provided by the level trans-

lations.

Interface Central Control

The detailed logic design of the I.C.C. is shown in Figure 4.5.
\

is unit operates in three basic modes to perform output, input

ithout echo or input with echo. The Timing Sub-unit is isolated

the broken line, and is considered first since the operation

f this sub-unit is the same for all three basic modes of operation

f the Central Control .

. 1.1 Generation of basic timing signals

The Timing Sub-unit performs frequency division operations on

�� -.---'------'------�
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the continuous CLK. signal from the M3 to generate basic clock

signals for the 1.T.R. and 1.T.T. The CLK. signal is taken from

the continuous M3 V75 kHz clock (Cameron, 1964, Chap. 5) instead

of the basic 150 kHz clock. In this manner the circuits used

for frequency division in the Timing Sub.,.unit can also be used to

isolate a series of 8 CLK. pulses required by the Central Control

DWN. CNTR. 's 5 and 10 are connected according to the method

input and output operations.

in the literature published by Motorola (1971) to provide

presettable 8 bit downcounter. The timing diagram for this

ircuit is shown in Figure 4.l(a). The counter decrements on the

railing edge of each CLK. pulse from 123.2. When the contents of

he counter reach zero (00000000 in binary), the "wired AND" (Moto-

ola, 1971), formed by connecting the two Buss outputs, is enabled.

is allows the counter to be preset to 86 (01010110 in binary)

y the leading edge of the next CLK. pulse through the Gate inputs.

repeats continuously to perform a divide by 86 operation.
that occurs at the Buss "wired AND", an 880 Hz series

\
wide pulses, is sent to the 1.T.R. after passing through

CNTR. 15, a 4 bit binary counter, performs a divide by 8 opera-

as shown in Figure 4.l(b). The counter increments on the

edge of each 880 Hz pulse from 19.1. When the contents

f the counter reach 8 (1000 in binary), the Q3 output enables the

2 input so that the counter is reset to zero (0000 in binary) on

he trailing edge of the same pulse through the Rl input. The cycle

L._--'- -'- ._ -
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repeats continuously so that that the signal at the Q3 output is

a 110 Hz series of 12 �sec wide pulses. This signal is sent to

the I.T.T. Transmitter as the 110 Hz clock.

To perform serial transfers, the I.C.C. requires two phase

groups of shift pulses. The Timing Sub-unit generates these

pulses by isolating groups of CLK. pulses as shown in Figure 4.l(C).

If FF19.2 is set (see 4.1.2), its Q output enables A17.3 to gate

out the S CLK. pulses that occur'while the Q3 output of DWN. CNTR. 5

is in the "I" state. The output of 123.4 is the first phase of

the required shift pulses, referred to as the Immediate S pulses

(IMM.S). The output of A17.3 triggers OS2l on the trailing edge

of each IMM.S pulse. The output of OS21 is the second phase of

the required shift pulses referred to as the Delayed S pulses (VS).

A Synchronizing pulse (SYNC.) is generated by OS22 on the

rising 'edge of the Q3 output (DWN. CNTR. 5) as shown in Figure 4.1(c).

Since this pulse always occurs before a series of IMM.S and VS

u1ses become available, it can indicate either the beginning of

the following pulse group or the end of the previous one.

It is necessary for further explanation of the I.C.C. to

onsider the time relationship between the SYNC. pulse, and the

SO Hz and 110 Hz clock signals. Figure 4.l(d) shows that individual

of the SYNC. signal never occur simultaneously with pulses

f the two clock signals •

• 1.2 Output

When the M3 requests an output cycle the OUT. CMD. signal is
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in the "I" state when the I/O CMD. is issued as shown in Figure

4.2(a). These two signals enable A17.2 if, or when, the OUT. FLG.

is enabled. This gate enables the J input of FF19.2 through OR13.4.

hus, the next trailing edge of a SYNC. pulse sets this flip-flop.

allows A17.3 to generate the IMM.S and VS

ulse groups.

The I.C.C. uses OUT. CMD., and OUT. CMD. from 123.3 to control

he transfer of data during the output operation. OUT. CMD. is

ent to the loT.T. as the LD. SEL. to logically connect S.R.O. to

!1e OUT. BFR. input. OUT. CMD. also enables A24.3 through OR24.1

o gate out the i:rvll11.S pulses as the L.O.B. signal. The S.R.S.

ignal is derived from the VS pulses passing through A20.lB which

s enabled by OUT. CMD.

Figure 4.2(b) shows an expanded view of the transfer of a

ypical bit of information during an output cycle. The information

n the S.R.O. line is loaded into the OUT. BFR. on the trailing

dge of a L.O.B. pulse (see 4.2). At the same time the S.R.S.

ulse shifts the M3 Shift Register to make the next bit available
\

n the S.R.O. line. In this manner 8 bits of information are

oaded into the OUT. BFR.

The next SYNC. pulse terminates the output cycle of the I.C.C.

s shown in Figure 4.2(a). AS.4, enabled by the Q output of

F19.2, gates out this pulse as the Y-OP. COMPo pulse for the M3.

he Y-OP. COMPo pulse is also inverted by 123.6 and gated out of

24.2 which is enabled by OR24.l. The resulting output, C.O.F.,
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Figure 4.2 Output timing diagram showing the transfer of (a) a data
word from the M3 to the Output Buffer and (b) that' of a typical hit
of' the word.
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clears the OUT. FLG. in the I.T.T. The trailing edge of the SYNC.

ulse toggles FF19.2 back to the "0" state to disable the I.C.C.

4.1.3. Input without echo

If the M3 requests input, the OUT. CMD. is in the "lit state

I/O CMD. is issued. These signals enable their respective

"nputs to A26.2 and A16.2 to initiate the operation of the I.C.C.

Whether the input cycle is executed with or without an echo

o the ASR-33 is specified by the ECHO CTRL. switch shown in Figure

.s. When in the NO ECHO position, the ECHO signal from 125.3 is

lsabled. The Boolean expressions for the outputs of OR26.1 (INPUT

ONTROL) and 125.4 (INPUT CONTROL) are:

IN. CTRL. = (ECHO OUT. FLG.) + IN. FLG. (4.1)

IN. CTRL. = (ECHO + OUT. FLG.) . IN. FLG. (4.2)

hus, when ECHO = 0, these expressions reduce to:

IN. CTRL. = IN. FLG. (4.3)

IN. CTRL. = IN. FLG. (4.4)
\

n this manner, either A26.2 or A16.2 is enabled depending on the

tate of the IN. FLG.

The first SYNC. pulse that occurs after an M3 request for

nput tests the IN. FLG. If the IN. FLG. is disabled A26.2

ssues an X OP. COMPo pulse to the M3 as shown in Figure 4.3(a).

f, however, the IN. FLG. is enabled, the input operation is initiated

y the SYNC. pulse setting FF19.2 as shown in Figure 4.3(b).
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It is important to recall at this time that an 880 Hz pulse

and a SYNC. pulse cannot occur simultaneously (see Figure 4.I(d).

Since the IN .. FLG. is always set by an 880 Hz pulse (see 4.3), it

will not be able to change states during a SYNC. pulse. This

prevents the previously mentioned operations from both occurring

on the same SYNC. pulse.

When FF19.2 is set by a SYNC. pulse, A17.3 is enabled to

generate the IMM.8 and V8 pulse groups. OUT. CMD. enables A20.IA,

AlB.2 and AI3.3. Thus, the IMM.8 are gated out to produce the S.R.S.

signal, while the V8 pulses are gated out as the SET and U.I.B.

signals. These execute the required transfer of information.

Figure 4.3(c) shows the transfer of a typical bit of information.

e S.R.S. pulse shifts the contents of the Shift Register first

the loss of the previous bit loaded. Then either a

SET "0" pulse is issued to set the information bit

urrently on the IN. BFR. "1" and IN. BFR. "0" lines into the most

ignificant bit of the Shift Register. On the trailing edge of

he U.I.B. pulse the IN. BFR. is shifted (see 4.3) to make the
\

information available. In this manner 8 bits of

are loaded into the Shift Register.

With the transfer complete, the next SYNC. pulse generates

Y-OP. COMPo through A8.4 as shown in Figure 4.3{b). Simultan

ous Iy , a C.I.F. pulse is_gated out by A13.2 to clear the IN. FLG.

the I.T.R. The trailing edge of the SYNC. pulse toggles FF19.2

"0" state to disable the I.C.C.
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Figure 4.3 Input without echo timing diagram showing the events
that occur (a) when an M3 request for input cannot be executed,(b) when a request for input is executed, and (c) when a typicalbit of information is inputo
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4.1.4 Input with echo

If the ECHO CTRL. switch is in the ECHO position, the ECHO

signal is enabled. Thus, Equations 4.1 and 4.2 reduce to:

(4.5)IN. CTRL. = OUT. FLG. + IN. FLG.

IN. CTRL. = OUT. FLG .. IN. FLG. (4.6)

hus, when an M3 request is issued, the status of both the OUT. FLG.

nd the IN. FLG. are tested by the first SYNC. pulse. The X-OP. COMPo

is generated if either or both of the flags are disabled as

in Figure 4.4(a). An input cycle is only initiated when

are set as shown in Figure 4.4(b). Since OUT. FLG. is only set

y a 110 Hz pulse (see 4.2) which cannot occur simultaneously

ith a SYNC. pulse (see Figure 4.1(d)) the possibility of both

occurring is ruled out.

After FF19.2 is set to initiate an input cycle with echo,

he generation of the S.R.S., SET and U.I.B. signals is the same

s described in 4.1.3. Simultaneously, however, ECHO enables

24.3 through OR24.1 to gate out the IMM.B pulses as L.O.B. pulses

hat shift the same data into the OUT. BFR. OUT. CMD. holds the

D. SEL. line in the "1" state to enable the IN. BFR. "1" line into

he OUT. BFR. input.

Figure 4.4(c) shows the transfer of a typical bit of information.

n this manner the contents of the IN. BFR. are loaded into both

he OUT. BFR. and the M3 Shift Register.

The Y -OP. COMP. and C. 1. F. are generated as in 4.1. 3. The

.O.F. is also generated since A24.2 is enabled by OR24.l. The
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(c)

Figure 4.4 Input with echo timing diagram showing the events that
occur (a) when an M3 request for input cannot be executed, (b) when
a request for input is executed, and (c) when a typical bit of '

information is input.
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trailing edge of the SYNC. toggles FF19.2 to the "0" state.

4.2 Interface Teletype Transmitter

The detailed logic design of the I.T.T. is shown in Figure 4.7.

The OUT. BFR. (S.R. 3.1), a portion of this unit, is an 8 bit

shift register that is loaded by the I.C.C. from either the S.R.O.

line or the IN. BFR. "1" line. The LD. SEL. enables IN. BFR. "1"

in the "I" state and the S.R.O. line when in the "0" state. The

is loaded by L.O.B. pulses.

The operation of the I.T.T. is controlled by FF19.1. When

flip-flop is in the "0" state,. the unit reaches its idle con

The presettable, binary downcounter (DWN. CNTR. 14)

ecrements on the trailing edge of each Counter Clock pulse
CNTR. CLK.) from A8.2, until the contents reach 6 (0110 in binary).
t this point, Counter Control (CNTR. CTRL.) is enabled by A4.2.

his signal inhibits further CNTR. CLK. pulses. Counter Preset

CNTR. PRST.) is disabled by the Q output of FF19.1 (OUT. FLG.).

e OUT. FLG. is enabled, while A20.2B transmits a continuous

nabling signal to the T.R.L. through OR20.2C and 125.1.

A cycle of operation of the I.T.T. is initiated by a C.O.F.

shown in Figure 4.6(a). This pulse sets FF19.1 which

the OUT. FLG.; the OUT. FLG., however, enables A17.1 so

hat a transmission cycle begins with the next pulse of the 110 Hz

Lgna l , referred to as pulse 1. Figure 4.6(b) shows the events

hat occur during this pulse. The CNTR. PRST. pulse presets DWN.

NTR. 14 to 1 (0001 in binary). After an inherent delay required
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o propagate signals through the counter and gates, the CNTR. CTRL.

s disabled. Thus, the CNTR. PRST. is disabled while the remainder

f pulse 1 is gated as the first CNTR. CLK. pulse. The counter is

ecremented by each subsequent CNTR. CLK. pulse, while the contents

decoded to sequence the operation of this unit.

The binary count of 0000 disables both A20.2A and A20.2B.

the T.R.L. is disabled for one period of the 110 Hz signal

o represent a Start Pulse.

Subsequent binary counts of 1111 through 1000 enable AS.l and

20.2A. Gate AS.l gates out 110 Hz pulses 3 through 10 tq shift

he contents of the OUT. BFR., while the A20.2A allows the output

f this buffer to appear on the T.R.L.

The count of 1000 enables A4.1 so that FF19.1 is toggled to

he "0" state by pulse 10. Thus, OUT. FLG. is enabled to indicate

he buffer is empty.

The counts of 0111 and 0110 allow A20.2B to enable the T.R.L.

two periods of the 110 Hz signal. This represents the Stop

Ise portion of the teletype signal.
\

Finally, the count of 0110 enables the CNTR. CTRL. to inhibit

CNTR. CLK. Thus, the I.T.T. returns to its idle state.

The next C.O.F. pulse can occur any time after OUT. FLG. has

een enabled. If it occurs before pulse 12, a new cycle of trans-

ission is initiated by pulse 12. Thus, the minimum Stop Pulse

idth of two 110 Hz periods is obtained.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ·10 11 12

110 Hz I I I I I I I I I I I I
C.O.F.

OUT. FLG. --, 1-'
CNTR. CTRL.

n
CNTR. PRST.

CNTR. ClK. t
r: (mm. CNTR. 14)

(Dvm. CNTR. 14) U I LJf
(mm. CNTR. 14) U LJ
(DVJN. CNTR. 14)

U.O.B.
I I I

Q (OUT. BFR.)
L____rLj I I

--IT.R.L.

(a)

110 Hz --- _

mITR. CTRL.

CNTR. PRST.
\

CNTR. ClK. ----- _

(mm. CNTR. 14)-------....

(b)

Figure 4.6 Interface Teletype Transmitter timing diagram illustrating(a). the generation of the teletype signal, and (b) an expanded view of
the events that occur when the operation of this unit is initiatedQ

",
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Figure 4.7 Interface Te'ety,e Transmitte r
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.3 'Interface Teletype Receiver

This unit uses a clock frequency that is an integer multiple

f the bit rate of the teletype signal to allow reliable reception

f that signal. The LT.R. synchronizes the operation of its

ogic with the first clock pulse that occurs after the leading

a Start Pulse. Then, by counting the following clock

the Start Pulse and the information pulses can be sampled near

heir midpoints for reliable detection. By sampling each Start

near the midpoint, the I.T.R. prevents the reception of

alse information that would result if a noise pulse is interpreted

s the beginning of a Start Pulse. Since noise pulses are ordin-

rily of short duration, this check allows the I.T.R. to reliably

etect the beginning of a teletype signal.

A frequency of 880 Hz (8 times the bit rate of the teletype

ignal) is used by the I.T.R. This frequency is high enough to

nsure fast response of the LT.R. to a Start Pulse, while being

onvenient as a sampling pulse in the Start Pulse test procedure

ust described.
\

The detailed logic design of the LT.R. is shown in Figure 4.9.

The IN. BFR. (S.R. 3.2) is an 8 bit shift register that is

oaded with information from the T.S.L. by Load Input Buffer pulses

L.r.B.). The information is unloaded by U.I.B. pulses from the

.c.c.

When the T.S.L. is in the idle condition (LOW), the Teletype
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enables the Rl inputs of CNTR. 6 and CNTR. 1 to hold them

n the reset condition.

The occurrence of a Start Pulse (a HIGH on the T.S.L.) enables

J input of FFl1.l through 125.2, I12. 4 and A7.1. Thus, the

ext 880 Hz pulse referred to as pulse 1, sets this flip-flop to

nitiate a receive cycle as shown in Figure 4.8. The Rl inputs
f CNTR.l and CNTR.6 are thus disabled. The 3 bit counter, made

p of the internally connected stages of CNTR.6 (see Appendix A

or details of internal connections), now counts 880 Hz pulses

, 3 and 4 at the C1 input. A2.2 is enabled by the binary count

f 011 to emit the Sample (SMP.) signal.

The fifth 880 Hz pulse tests the T.S.L. to determine if a

alid Start Pulse is present. If the T.S.L. is not HIGH at this

ime, A2.3 enables the K input of FFll.l, so that pulse 5 clears

his flip-flop as shown in Figure 4.8(a). This returns the I.T.R.

o the idle condition. If, however, the T.S.L. is still HIGH,

2.3 is disabled and FFll.l remains set. Gate A2.l, however,

ates pulse 5 to the independent stage of CNTR.6 (see Appendix A

or further details of internal connections). The flip-flop

s set as shown in Figure 4.8(b), while A2.l and A2.3 are disabled

y the output of 112.6. This condition indicates the detection of

valid Start Pulse.

After the detection of a valid Start Pulse the following

"nformation is loaded into the IN. BFR. as shown in Figure 4.8(c).

he 3 bit counter in CNTR. 6 continues to count the 880 Hz pulses.

t recyles to the binary count of 011 after every 8 additional
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u1ses to enable the SMP. signal near the midpoint of each informa-

ion pulse. The SMP. signal and the QO output of CNTR. 6 enable

16.1 to emit the L.I.B. pulses that sample each information bit

n the T.S.L. and load it into the IN. BFR.

The L.I.B. pulses are counted by CNTR. 1. When the count of

(1000 in binary) is reached, the Q3 output disables A16.1

hrough 112.3. Thus further L.I.B. pulses are inhibited.

The Q3 output (CNTR. 1) enables A7.3, so that the 880 Hz

ulse that occurs during the next SMP. signal clears FF11.1 and

ets FF11.2. This indicates the completion of a receive cycle.

he I.T.R. has returned to its idle condition to await the occurrence

f the next Start Pulse.

The IN. FLG., that indicates when the IN. BFR. contains

nformation ready for input to the M3, is generated by A7.2.

is signal is enabled after the completion of a receive cycle

in Figure 4.8(c). The IN. FLG. can be disabled by

C. 1. F. pulse clearing FFll.2 or the detection of a

ubsequent valid Start Pulse. The latter occurs when a new character
\

s transmitted from the ASR-33 before the previous character was

oaded into the M3.

When the ASR-33 tape reader is in use, the T.R.C. signal

nergizes this device to read information from tape. This signal

s generated by A13.1 as shown in Figure 4.8(C). T.R.C. is

nab1ed after a C.I.F. pulse clears FFll.2, if a re.ceive cycle

s not in progress. This condition occurs after the IN. BFR. has

een emptied, and before the next character code sequence from
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T .S.L •
.:J _J--�2� LJ
1'2345 12345

800 Hz : I I I I I I I I e21 I I I I 1 I I I I

t---�l2 1Q (FF11.1)__j
SMP. n 22

Q{) (CNTR. 6) 2
(a)

T.S.L.

__-------11--------

(b)

(FF11.t)

ISMP.

% (CNTR. 6)
L.I.B.

I

Q3 (CNTR. 1) -,--------------_n--
(FF1102)

C ..�.F •

IN. FLG.

T.R.C.

(c)

Figure 4.8 Interface Teletype Receiver timing diagram illustrating
(a) the rejection of a false Start Pulse, (b) the detection of a

valid Start Pulse, (c) and the reception of the teletype signal.
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he ASR-33 has been detected. Thus, the T.R.C. enables the tape

eader to start the transmission of a character from tape. As

oon as the Start Pulse of this transmission is detected as valid,

he T.R.C. is disabled. The T.R.C. remains disabled at the end

f the receive cycle, since FFll.l is set at that time.

\
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5. PROGRAMMING FOR THE TELETYPE
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Programs must be written for the M3 to facilitate the use of

he ASR-33 for man-machine communication. Familiarity with M3

techniques, as well as I/O operations with the ASR-33

to write these programs. A book by K.H.Y. Booth

1958) describes the procedures for programming the M2 which are

for the M3. Further information dealing specifically

the M3 is given in a thesis by J.M.S. Devries (1965, Chaps.11-12).

is chapter gives detailed information about I/O operations with

e ASR-33, required for programming purposes.

The order code of the M3 has been expanded by assigning two

ailable code numbers to the ASR-33 input and output operations

s given in Table 5.1. Teletype input (TI) is designated by the

ode number 12 (01100 in binary), while output on the teletype (OT)

is designated by the code number 13 (01101 in binary). These

ders are used to form instructions that follow the standard format

r other M3 instructions as shown in Figure 5.1. The C6 portion

not utilized in the ASR�33 instructions. The "Y" Address of an

instruction contains the location of the next instruction,

the "X" Address is not used in an output instruction. In an

put instruction, which has a conditional branch capability, both

a dresses are used. The "X" Address contains the location of the

ext instruction if input is not available; the "Y".Address contains

t e location of the next instruction if input occurs.
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10 Bits 10 Bits 6 Bits 1 Bit

6 Stage
Counter

Spare
Bit

"X" Address "Y" Address Order

Figure 5.1 M3 Instruction Format

The branch facility of the input instruction allows t�e M3 to

in an alternate program branch if this instruction is

ncountered but no input is available. If no other processing

an be performed without further input, an input waiting loop can

e programmed by putting the location of the input instruction into

he "X" Address of that instruction. In this manner, the same input

·nstruction is executed repeatedly until input occurs.

Input originates from either the ASR-33 keyboard or tape
-,

eader, while output is generated by either the printing mechanism
\

the tape punch. Information for both operations is in the form

8 bit data words. The ASR-33 encodes and decodes these words

represent alpha-numeric characters, as well as various control

c aracters according to the ASCII code (see Appendix D for further

Seven bits of this code designate the character, while

eighth is available as a parity bit. Although the keyboard

the printing mechanism do not use all the possible codes, the

pe reader and punch are capable of reading and punching all
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8 bit words.

Input and output are accompanied by right shifts of the

ontents of the Shift Register. During input, the 8 bit word is

the most significant places of this register, while

e contents of the least significant places are shifted out and

lost. During output, on the other hand, the contents of the 8

least significant places are shifted out to the interface logic,

ile the most significant places are filled with either "l"'s or

depending on the state of the most significant bit. In this

inner, four successive input operations will completely fill the

ift Register (32 bits), or four successive output operations will

it.

The mode of input, either ECHO or NO ECHO, is selected by

eans of the ECHO CTRL. switch on the interface console. ECHO

ode gives a hard-copy of input that checks the reliability of

ansmission between the ASR-33 and the interface logic. A hard

c py of information actually received by the M3 can be generated

using the NO ECHO mode �nd following each input operation by

tput of the same information.

Since the M3 has a drum memory, the equivalent computer time

quired to execute individual instructions determines the optimum

placement of program instructions in the memory. An interchange

f information between the M3 and the interface logic is performed

ring the following two word times of the memory. When input is

ot available and an input instruction is encountered, the inter

ace logic takes one word time to determine this condition and
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TABLE 5.1 M3 Order Codes for T,eletype

FunctionDecimal No.

OT

Description Spaces
to be left

Time Between

Successive Instructions

12 TI

13

Register. Next order in location

"Y" . I I (between TI with

Teletype Input. If input is not

available next order in location

"X". If input is available, 8

digits are shifted into most

significant places of the Shift

Output on teletype. The 8 least

significant digits of the Shift

Register are shifted out to the

teletype and printed or punched.

Next order in location "Y".

(No input)

1 word

(Input)

2 words

2 words

6 revolutions

echo and OT or

vise versa)

6 revolutions

6 revolutions til
I-'
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nform the M3. Thus, at least two word locations should be left

etween an output instruction and the next instruction. Between

n input instruction and the first instruction of the no input

ranch condition, at least one word space is required, while two

ord spaces are needed before the first instruction of the input

ranch condition.

The time required to transmit a character between the ASR-33

nd the interface logic is equivalent to 6 revolutions of the drum

emory. Thus, to obtain maximum I/O rates successive input or

utput instructions should not be spaced more than 6 revolutions

part in a program. Since input with echo involves transmission

o the ASR-33 after input has occurred, successive input with echo,

nd output operations are also spaced by 6 revolutions.

\
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The interface logic described in this thesis was built and

sed to incorporate an ASR-33 teletype into the M3 system.

The construction of the interface logic consisted of TTL

·ntegrated circuits for the logic functions and discrete component

ircuits for the required level translations. The total cost of

omponents and hardware was estimated to be $150. Less than one

alf of this amount was attributed to the cost of the integrated

The completion of this project demonstrates the feasibility

expanding the M3 system, while utilizing the advantages provided

integrated circuit technology.

A demonstration program was written to show how the ASR-33

be used as an interactive peripheral to aid in programming

Appendix E gives a brief description and a flow chart of

is program. Although this program lacks sophistication, it

rovides a convenient means by which higher level user programs

an be written for the M3 systems.
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8. APPENDICES

ppendix A. Logic Conventions

The interface logic has been designed using Motorola TTL

ntegrated circuits and documented using U.S. Military Standard

IL-STD8068 logic symbols. The literature published by Motorola

1971) provides complete descriptions and specifications of all

he integrated circuit logic used in this design. This appendix

utlines the conventions used to identify individual signals and

ogic units in the interface logic diagrams .

. 1 Logic Signal Identification

The standard logic voltage levels used by the TTL circuits

LOW (0.1 - 0.8 volts) and HIGH (2.0 to 3.6 volts). Logic

ignals are identified either by their names (abbreviations or

therwise) or by specifying the output of the logic unit that

enerates them. The true or enabled condition of a logic signal

s assumed to be HIGH, but when the enabled condition is represented

the LOW state, an open circle (-0) is placed at the input or

of the logic gate .

. 2 Logic Circuit Identification

The interface logic is comprised of 26 TTL integrated circuit

ackages on a single circuit card. Many of these packages contain

number of individual basic logic functions (e.g. AND gates),

hereas others contain complex logic functions (e.g. binary counter).

he basic functions are identified individually from the engineering
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rawi'ngs of the interface logic, while the complex functions are

reated as a single logic unit with only inputs and outputs shown.

Each logic unit is identified by a code word of the format:

(function abbreviation) (package no.). (circuit no.)

The function abbreviation describes the logic function that

particular circuit performs according to;

AND = A,

binary counter = CNTR.,

binary downcounter = DWN. CNTR.,

flip-flop = . FF,

inverter = I,

one-shot = OS,

OR = OR,

nd shift register = SR.

The package no. specifies which package on the circuit card

ontains the logic unit. Figure A.l shows the assignment of

ackage no.'s for the interface logic. Each package is also

abel led with its appropriate Motorola identification number for

eference to the literature published by Motorola (1971).

The circuit no. of the code word specifies which logic circuit

n the package is referred to. This number is omitted where the

ackage contains a single logic function. Figures A.2, A.3 and A.4

how the logic circuits contained in the various packages used,

nd the package pin numbers of their inputs and outputs. The

ircuit no. assigned to a logic function in these diagrams, is that

umber enclosed by a circle.
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B. Interconnections Between the M3 and the Interface Logic

This appendix gives an account of the logic connections that

been used between the M3 and the interface logic, and a descrip

ion of the circuits used to accomplish the level translations.

The logic voltage levels used by the M3 are Ov and -6 volts

s described by K.E. Cameron (1964, Chap.4), while the circuits

the interface use standard TTL logic voltage levels (see

Thus, level translations are required to interconnect

devices .

• 1 M3 Outputs

The basic circuit used to translate M3 logic levels to TTL

evels is shown in Figure B.l. A -6vmput produces a 5v output,

hile a Ov input produces a -0. 7v output. The switching level of

defined by the diode string, Dl, D2, D3, and D4,
t -2.8v. The input is a reversed biased diode at -6v, but sinks

pproximately lma at Ov. Outputs from the M3 with either complement

ry or NPN emitter followers are capable of driving this circuit

eliably.

Table B.l is a detailed list of the M3 outputs that have been

tilized. The identification numbers listed under the heading

3 output refer to the unit, card and pin numbers, respectively,

'n the M3 where each signal occurs. The heading, Description, gives

he characteristics of the TTL compatible outputs provided by the

evel translators.
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.2 M3 Inputs

The basic circuit utilized to translate TTL logic levels to M3

evel is shown in Figure B.2. A Ov input produces a +O.7v output

hile a +Sv input produces a -6v output. The switching level is

efined by Dl and D2 at 1.Sv. Thus, the input is compatible with

tandard TTL outputs.

To facilitate the input of signals to the M3, existing gates

n the M3 were expanded. Figure B.3(a) shows the method used to

xpand a transistor AND gate in the M3 while Figure B.3(b) shows

he ,expansion of an inverting OR gate.

A detailed list of signal inputs to the M3 that have been

rovided for the interface logic is given in Table B.2. The

eadings, M3 Input and Description, give the unit, card and pin

umbers where these signals have been connected into the M3, and

he characteristics of the TTL compatible inputs provided by

evel translators, respect.ively.

\
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TABLE B.l M3 Outputs

Signal Designation M3 Output

(unit-card-pin)
Description

(TTL compatible output)

Clock (CLK) 1-8-3 Continuous 1 �sec wide

series of pulses with a

frequency of approximately

751Hz. Pulse = HIGH

Input-Output Command 5-12-7 HIGH indicates request

for either input or output

via the ASR-33.

Output Command 5-10-21 When I/O CMD. = HIGH

(OUT. CMD.) HIGH indicates output

LOW indicates input

Shift Register Output 3-9-5 Output of least significant

(S.R.S.) stage of M3Shift Register.
0\
"""

"1" = HIGH
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TABLE B.2 M3 Inputs
,

Signal Name M3 Input Description

(unit-card-pin) (TTL compatible input)

SET "0" 3-1-6 HIGH pulse (2 usee) clears

the most significant bit

of the M3 Shift Register.
SET "1" 3-1-7 HIGH pulse (2 J,lsec) sets

the most significant bit

of the M3 Shift Register.
Shift Register Shift 3-10-19 LOW pulse (1-2 Jlsec) shifts

(S. R.S.) the contents of the M3 Shift

Register.

X-Operation Complete 6-1 LOW pulse (1 Jlsec) causes M3

(External Connection) to fetch instruction specified

by "X" Address.

0-
Ul

Y-OperatiQn Complete 6-1-9 LOW pulse (1 Jlsec) causes M3

-- -C¥'--OP.- COMP.} to fetch- instruction--specifIea------
-

by "Y" Address.
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ppendix C. Interconnections between the Teletype and the Interface

This appendix gives a description of the circuits that have been

sed to facilitate interconnections between the ASR-33 and the inter

ace logic .

. 1 Teletype Output

The ASR-33 transmits information by means of an on-off keying

ignal that is generated by contact switches and a mechanical

istributor (Teletype Corporation, 1969, Sec. 574-122-100TC). The

ransmission loop is thus either a closed circuit for a mark signal,

r an open circuit for a space signal. An external dc power supply

ust be used to sense these signals. For short telegraph loops a

6 to 22 volts source is specified.

Since a supply of this magnitude was not available in the M3 or

interface logic, it was convenient to use the - l2v source from

Although this voltage is lower than the specification, it

been found to give reliable detection of the teletype signal.

The circuit that has been utilized to translate the teletype

utput to TTL logic levels\. is shown in Figure C.l. A mark input

roduces a LOW output, while a space input produces a HIGH output.

Teletype Input

The ASR-33 utilizes an electronic circuit to sense incoming

eletype signals (Teletype Corporation, 1969, 574-100-103TC). This

recognizes 20ma from a positive supply as a mark signal and

open circuit (Le. 0 ma) as a space signal. The circuit that

s been utilized to translate TTL levels to these signals for

.'
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ransmiss i.on of information to the ASR-33 is shown in Figure C. 2.

HIGH input gives a mark output, while a LOW input gives a space

utput .

. 3 Tape Reader Control

The tape reader in the ASR-33 is controlled by the circuit

hown in Figure C.3. When the Control Switch is manually closed,

he Distributor Trip Magnet is energized. This enables the ASR-33

o read and transmit characters from paper tape. The control circuit

s opened by the control switch either manually by the operator or

utomatically by tape-out and tight-tape sensors.

This control circuit has been modified to allow the interface

.ogic to control the operation of the tape reader. The normally

pen contacts of a relay have been inserted in series with the

ontrol circuit as shown in Figure C.4. Thus, the control circuit

s only energized when both the Control Switch and the contacts

f the relay are closed. Figure C.4 also shows the circuit that

as been used to operate the relay from TTL levels. A LOW energizes

he relay while a HIGH input denergizes it.
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ppendix D. Teletype and Previous Output Interface Codes

This appendix gives an account of the code that is used by

he IBM typewritter in the original M3 system, and that used by

he ASR-33. Table D.l is given to aid in code conversion when

rograms are written that utilize both devices.

TABLE D.l Teletype and Previous Output Interface Codes

u

ASCII (7 bit octal)

000

001

002

003

004

005

006

007

010

011

012

013

014

015

016

017

020

021

M3 (6 bit octal)

. TAB

INE FEED

. TAB

73

-ON



•
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ABLE D.l Continued

ASCII (7 bi t octal) M3 (6 bit octal)

053 14

054 40

055 75

056 26

057 24

060 00

061 01

062 02

063 03

064 04

065 05

066 06

067 07

070 10

071 11

072

073
\

074

075

076

077

100

101 41

102 42

103 43
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Continued

ASCII (7 bit octal) M3 (6 bit octal)

104 44

105 45

106 46

107 47

110 50

111 51

112 52

113 53

114 54

115 55

116 56

117 57

120 60

121 61

122 62

123 63

124 64
\
\

125 65

126 66

127 67

130 70

131 71

132 72

133

134

] 135
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TABLE D.1 Continued

CHARACTER ASCII (7 bit octal) M3 (6 bit octal)
t 136

137

CK 174

LT MODE 175

SC 176

ub Out 177 77
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pperidix E. Teletype Input Subroutine

This appendix contains a brief description of a program that

been written to demonstrate how the ASR-33 can be used to aid

n programming the M3 system. In general, this program provides

which other programs can be entered from the teletype

stored in memory.

The "Teletype input subroutine" allows the programmer to

pecify the block and track of memory in which his program is to

stored. Before each instruction is typed in, the track location

f that instruction is specified. The block and track in which

are being stored can be redefined at the operator's

Block, track and track location numbers, as well as instructions,

entered in the form of octal numbers. The program converts the

haracter codes for the octal digits (0-7) received from the teletype

3 bit binary equivalents. The block, track and track

cation numbers are each represented by two octal digits. Instructions!

a e entered in the sequence "X" track, "X" location, "Y" track, "Y"
\

cation, order and C 6; each portion represented by two octal digits.

The 6 binary bits obtained from two octal digits are more than

required to specify block, track or order numbers. In these

ses only the least significant bits are utilized. Thus, the limits

valid code numbers for each of these are: 00 - 168, 00 - 178 and

- 378, respectively.
The programmer is prevented from storing instructions in the

mory locations occupied by the "Teletype input subroutine". This is
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ode digit, he can correct it by typing the delete character (+)
\

a d the correct code digit. The delete character causes the program

ccompLi.shcd by defining tracks 00 - 048, where this program is

as invalid track numbers.

In general, the program stores the octal digits entered during
line of input in buffer memory locations.· When a Carriage

eturn (C.R.) is entered to indicate the end of a line, the information

n this buffer is processed. When a line of input begins with the

"$B", the first two octal digits that follow are inter-

block number. Similarly, the combination "$T" denotes

track number is to follow. If a line of input doesn't begin with

ither of these combinations, the octal digits in that line are

nterpreted as a track location number followed by an instruction

the sequence previously described. If a line of input doesn't

sufficient octal digits, or if invalid block, track or order

are present, an error indication is given when the C.R. is

ntered·and that line of input is ignored.

The program provides a means of correcting errors that occur

ring a line of input. After the operator types in an incorrect

ignore the last code digit that was stored in the buffer and

r place it by the next code digit received.

A tabulation facility is provided to aid the operator in

oducing a readable hard-copy of input. When "TAB" character is

e tered the program automatically outputs spaces to move the

By using this facility the operator can arrange his

c rriage of the teletype to the next of several fixed locations on
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listing such that the various portions of each instruction code are

rinted in widely spaced columns.

Figure E.1 shows the flow chart for this program. When the

rogram is started, the initial conditions are established and the

rogram is prepared to receive and process instructions.

The output of a Carriage Return and Line Feed insure that the

ard-copy of input begins at the left hand margin. When input

ccurs the program determines if the character received is valid.

f it is not, the character counter used for tabulation is incremented

nd,further input is requested. If the character received is valid

he program branches to the appropriate subroutine.

When a "$" is received, a check is made to determine if it is

first character in a line of input. If it is not, an error is

and the program is restarted. If the $ is the first

in a line, the buffer memory is prepared to receive two

ctal digits. Depending on whether the next character is a "B"

r "T", the program is prepared to process either a block or track

pecification, respectively.

When octal digits are received, the program stores them in

he buffer memory, until it is filled. The buffer is filled by

octal digits during the input of a block or track specification,

input of an instruction it stores 14 octal digits. When

buffer has been filled, further octal digits are ignored.

When the deleted character (+) is received the program checks

status of the buffer. If it is empty, the delete is meaningless

the program is restarted. If, however, the buffer contains
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ctal digits, the last digit stored is deleted. The delete character

an be entered successively to delete more than one octal digit from

line of input.

A Carriage Return from the teletype indicates the end of a

ine of input. The status of the buffer is checked to determine

f sufficient octal digits were stored. If sufficient digits are

ot present an error is indicated and the program is restarted.

therwise, the program branches to the appropriate routine to

rocess the contents of the buffer.

,
The Block routine assembles a bit block number from the two

igits stored in the buffer. A check is made to detect invalid

lock numbers (i.e. >168). Invalid numbers produce an error indication

the 4 least significant bits of valid numbers are used" to perform

memory block switch.

The TRACK routine assembles a 6 bit track number from the two

igits stored in the buffer. A check is made to detect invalid track

umbers (i.e. � 048 or > 178). Invalid numbers produce an error

'ndication, while the 4 least significant bits of·va1id numbers

re saved to define the track in which subsequent instructions will

e stored. Headings are printed out at this time to show the coding

ormat for entering instructions.

The INSTRUCTION routine assembles the last 12 digits stored

in the buffer into an M3 instruction. The "X" track and "Y" track

ortions are defined by the 4 least significant bits obtained from

eir respective 2 digit octal code numbers. The order number is

�ined by the 5 least significant bits obtained from its
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espective 2 digit octal code numbers. An error is indicated if

n invalid order code is entered (i.e. > 378), Otherwise, the

ssembled instruction is stored in the memory location defined by

he previously received block and track numbers, and the 6 bit

location number obtained for the first 2 digits stored in the

uffer.

\
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